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Abstract--Total error bounds are established for three of the Runge-Kutta type numerical integration 
formulas. These are (a) the Heun third-order formula. (b) the Kuna-Sithpson three-eighths formula, and 
(c) the Kutta-Simpson one-third formula. For (a) and (b), it is established that when analyzing for 
equations of the sort y'(x) = .f(x, y). the total error at any step i is of the form Itr, I "~ E(e '~ - I)/ 
(¢~ - I ) where h is the step size and E and M are certain constants. It is found that a system of two 
equations, y'(x) = .f(x, y. z) and z'(g) = g(x, y, z), have a joint error given by max (~E,], ID,I) "~ 
E(e : '~ - I)/(e "*~ - I) when analyzed by method (c). In addition to error bounds, conditions under 
which the ith step result is valid are derived for each procedure. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Runge-Kutta type formulas are among the more useful for solving ordinary differential 
equations inscience and engineering. Many of the more practical problems that occur in structural 
analysis, fluid flow, etc., involve simple applications of the method to just a few equations; 
frequently just one or two. However, most of the modem mathematical treatments of Runge- 
Kutta techniques logically assume that the user will have need of solving the most general 
problem. Such a problem is characterized by the presence of a large system of differential 
equations that has need of specialized solution strategies including variable increments of step 
size. Excellent works exist (i.e. [1, 2]) that treat such cases explicitly and the realization of 
better solution methods is still an active research area. However, use of these methods is 
frequently wasteful for small systems of equations in which there exists a necessity for high 
resolution, but no particular need for a variable step size. 
This paper addresses the fact that Runge-Kutta methods are frequently used for these small 
problems without due consideration of the various types of error that can occur. In fact, the 
difficulty in surmising exactly where specific errors will originate in a practical application 
tends to discourage an error analysis in many cases. However, when problems occur, literature 
consultation reveals generally isolated analyses where authors attempt to treat separately roundoff 
error, truncation error, propagated error, etc. From a practical standpoint, it is much more 
convenient not to segregate the various sources of error, but instead to consider the total error 
involved at any step during the analysis of ODE's; that is, bound the error with a single 
expression. Doing this for large systems is evidently not a tractable problem. However, some 
fundamental work by Dahlquist and others was performed some time ago; this work is discussed 
in Henrici[l] and Stetter[2]. However, this mode of analysis was apparently abandoned in favor 
of large system analysis many years ago. 
The work presented here illustrates a technique by which single-expression a posttriori 
error bounds may be determined in virtually any Runge-Kutta procedure. The technique is 
applied specifically to the Heun third-order method, the Kutta-Simpson three-eighths formula, 
and the Kutta-Simpson one-third procedure. One equation is analyzed in each of the first two 
methods, and a system of two equations i analyzed in the third. The technique for extending 
the procedure to higher order systems hould be obvious by illustration. 
2. AN ERROR BOUND FOR THE HEUN THIRD-ORDER NUMERICAL  
INTEGRATION PROCEDURE 
Heun's formula for solving the differential equation 
C A.~d A l l : l l -D 
y'(x) = f(x, y) 
l l l 5  
(2.1) 
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with y(xo) = Yo gives the value of y at the i + I step in terms of the ith step and the step size 
h as follows[l]: 
y,.~ = y, + (k, + 3k.Oh/4 (2.2) 
where 
k~ = f (x ,  y,), 
k,_ = f(x~ + h/3,  y~ + k~h/3), 
ks = f(x, + 2h/3, y~ + 2hk,./3). 
We assume that f (x ,  y) satisfies the Lipschitz condition[2] in a simply-connected planar region 
D. It is well-known that the truncation error associated with formula (2.2) is of the order O(h~). 
Suppose that y~ hm been calculated by equation (2.2) and that E~ is the total error in approximating 
y;; that is, y~ is the actual value. Denote by Y~.~ the calculated value ofy at step i + 1; let K,, 
j = 1, 2, 3, be the calculated values of the k s used in obtaining Y~+ ~. Then, we have 
Y,÷, = y, + E, + h(K~ + 3K.0/4, (2.3) 
where 
KI = f (x .  Yi + E,), 
Kz = f(x~ + hi3,  y~ + E~ + hK~/3), 
Ks = f(x~ + 2h/3,  y, + E, + 2hKz/3). 
It is worth emphasizing that the error in calculating the Ks's is assimilated into the E~ term. 
Letting the k s represent exact values, we obtain from the mean value theorem: 
KI - kl = EiL(~l), 
K2 - k2 = [E, + (K, - kOh/3].f ,(~), 
Ks - ks = [E, + 2(K2 - k2)h/3]L(~3), 
(2.4) 
where fy denotes the first partial of f (x ,  y) with respect o y, and ~, ~z, ~s are mean value 
points. 
It is necessary that the mean value points in expression (2.4) be contained within the 
Lipschitz region D. The following argument establishes a sufficient condition for this to be 
true, and concurrently gives a sufficient condition under which the calculation at step i + 1 in 
the procedure is valid. Suppose that If(x, y)l < O, a constant, for (x, y) E D. Let T and T' be 
circles lying within D centered at A : (x~, y~ + E,) and A' : (x~, y~), respectively. The radii are 
h'k/(Q z + 1) and max (h~/(Q 2 + I)E~) as shown in Fig. 1. BecauseA D, [Kt[ < Q; therefore, 
(x~ + hi3,  y~ + E~ + hK~/3) is in D and IK21 < Q. It follows as a consequence that (x~ + 2h/ 
3, y~ + E~ + 2hK2/3) is in D and IKs[ < Q. Under the condition that the circle T is in D, all 
values (x, y) used in the calculation of Y,+~, together with the point (x, + h, Y~+,) itself, are 
in D and thus, the calculation is valid. 
Similarly, [ks[ < Q, j  = 1,2, 3. The y-coordinate of~, is between y~ and yi + E~; likewise, 
~2 is between y~ + hkt/3 and y, + E, + hK~/3, and [.~ is between y~ + 2hk~/3 and y~ + E, + 
2hK~/3. Therefore, ~,, ~2, ~ lie on segments AA', BB'  and CC' ,  respectively, and hence are 
contained within D. In the following, the argument ~j of fr(~s) will be suppressed, but the proper 
value o f j  will be implied from context. Adopting this policy, we may recast Eq. (2.4) as 
KI = k, + Eif,., 
K,. = k2 + E,(f, + hf~/3),  
K 3 = k s + E~(f, + 2hf~/3 + 2h2f~/9). 
(2.5) 
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Using Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5) we define N,÷ t such that 
N,+, = Y,., - y,+j = E,[I + (f, + 3fy)h /4  + h2f~/2 + h~f~/6 l ,  (2.6) 
where y,÷ j represents the solution of the difference Eq. (2.2) if the analytic value Yi was used. 
Now suppose that in D,  
-M~ > f ,  > -M,  (2.7) 
where the M's are constants uch that M_, > Mj > 0 and 
h < (Mt/M~). (2.8) 
This is equivalent o dictating that the logarithmic norm of .f,, remains strictly negative, a 
requirement frequently applied to the analogous case for systems[2]. Thus, 
IN,.,I = IE, I[I - h/41f,. + 3 f ,  I + h2f~/2 - h3lf~l/6 (2.9) 
I 
It is evident that 
l - h]f,  + 3f,.I/4 + h2f~/2 - h.~lfCl/6 < 1 - hM,  + h2M~/2 - h 'n~/6 ,  (2.10) 
and it can be shown (see Appendix A) that 
- (1  - hM, + h~_M~./2 - h3M~/6)< 1 - hlL + 3f,1/4 + h2f~/2 - h3 f~/6 .  (2.11) 
Therefore, by Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), and (2.1 1), we have 
)g,+,l-< IE, l(m - hM, + h:M~/2  - h3M~/6) 
-< IE, I(] - hM,/2).  (2.12) 
T, 




Fig. 1. Geometric interpretation f a sufficiency argument necessary to establish that the mean value points are 
contained in the Lipschitz region D. h is the step size and Q is a constant such that If(x, y)[ < Q and for all 
(x, y) D. Both circles T and T' lie within D by hypothesis. 
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In the interest of clarity, suppose that we have the exact value of y, and that it is used in 
Eq. (2.2) to obtain the value ofy at xi + h. The derived value will be free of propagated error. 
but will possibly contain a roundoff error E, and a truncation error E,. Similarly. Y~+ ~ will have 
associated with it a truncation error and a roundoff error (not necessarily E, and E,), but in 
addition, will contain a propagation error. (The value N,÷ ~ is essentially the propagated error.) 
L,ct P~+~ = E, + E,, and let E be the maximum of the absolute values of the P,.~, i = O, 1. 
2 . . . . .  n. Then the total error El. ~ in Y, + ~ is 
IE,+,I < IP,+,I + IN,+,I <- E + IE, I(I - hM, /2) .  
When i = 0, the total error E0 in the value of y as given by the Heun formula is 
Assuming that 
Eq. (2.13) yields 
(2.13) 
then 
[Ei+sl ~: E + (2E/hM,)(I - hM,/2) = 2EIhM~. (2.16) 
Thus, Eqs. (14), (15) and (16) yield a total error E~ at an arbitrary step of 
IE, I ~ 2E/hM, .  (2.17) 
We now allow fy to be zero or positive and demand that 
If,,I < M (2.18) 
for (x, y) ~ D. This requittmcnt is similar to that used in modem analysis of systems when 
Ilf:,l[ < M is invoked[2]. Then 
eat > 1 + hM + h2M2/2 + h3M3/6 
> 11 + h(fy + 3fy)/4 + h2f~/2 + h3f~/6.  (2.19) 
By virtue of Eq. (2.6), 
[Ei[ <- 2E/hMI  (2.15) 
Assuming that 
Letting K = e at, we have for i = 0, 
E(K- ' )  - IE01 = o. 
~v,+,l - IE, le"'. (2.20) 
IE, I ~ E( I  + k + K 2 + . . . + K ' -~) ,  
IE,+,I ~ IP,+,I + IN:+,I ~ E + Z, l r  
<-- E + E(I + K + K 2 + . . . + K'-~)K 




0 --. Zol <-- 2E/hM.  (2.14) 
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Thus, by Eqs. (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23), we obtain a total error E~ such that 
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IE~[ ~ E(1 + K + K-" + . . . + K ~-j) 
= E(K ~-  I ) / (K -  1) 
= E(e i~-  l)/(e *~-  1). (2.24) 
Note that this error is a posteriori because the factor M must be calculated from an approximation 
to ILl. 
3. AN ERROR BOUND FOR THE KUTTA-S IMPSON THREE-EIGHTHS FORMULA 
The Kutta-Simpson three-eighths rule for solving Eq. (2.1) is of one order higher than 
the Heun formula considered in Sec. 2. That is, the truncation error involved is of the order 
O(hS)[3]. Explicitly, the formula is 
where 
y~+j = y~ + h(kl + 3k2 + 3k3 + k4) (3.1) 
and 
k 1 = f(xi ,  y,), 
k,_ = f(xi + h i3 ,  Yi + hkl /3),  
k3 = f(x~ + 2h/3, y, + hk: - hkl/3),  
k4 = f(x, + h, y~ + hk3 - hk~ + hkO, 
using the same notation as before. 
The procedure for analyzing this equation is the same as that used for the Heun formula. 
The calculations are a bit more complicated, however, because of the higher order of the Kutta- 
Simpson formula and the lesser degree of symmetry in the k's. Some of the more tedious details 
are relegated to appendices. 
Again, let Yi+ ~ and Kj he the calculated value of y at step i + 1, and the value of kj used 
in obtaining this y, respectively. Then 
where 
Y~÷t = y, + E, + h(Kj + 3K2 + 3K3 + K4)/8 (3.2) 
Ki = f(x~, Yi + E~), 
K2 = f(xi + h i3 ,  Yi + E, + hKi/3), 
K 3 - -  f (x  i + 2h/3, y, + E, + hK2 + hK~/3), 
K4 = f(x, + h, y~ + E~ + hK3 - hK2 + hKO, 
and where .v~ is the analytic value at x~. Letting kj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, represent the exact values 
of the parameters in Eq. (3.1), we have four applications of the mean value theorem: 
Ki - kl = fyEi, 
K,_ - k, = f , ( l  + hf , /3 )E .  
K.~ - k3 = fy[1 + hf,(l + hf , /3 )  - hf,./3]E,, (3.3) 
and K~ - k, = f,{l + hf,[l + hf,(l + hf , /3 )  - hf,]  
- h f , ( l  + h f , /3 )  + hf,}E,.  
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As before, each f~. is evaluated at its respective mean value point. 
Suppose that If(x, y)l < Q, and let T and T' be circles centered at the points (x~. y, + E,) 
and (x, Y3, respectively, with corresponding radii of hV' (9Q 2 + I) and max (hX/(9Q'- + 1). 
E3. Using an argument similar to that in Sec. 2, the result of the step i + 1 is valid if T lies 
within D, and that the mean value points involved in Eq. (3.3) are within D if both T and T' 
lie within D. 
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) yield at step i + 1 the value: 
Y,÷, = y~ + E, + hkt/8 + f ,E ,  + 3k, + 3f,(l + hf , /3)E ,  
+ 3k3 + 3f,.[l + hf,.(l + hf , /3 )  - hf , /3]E,  
+ k, + L{I + hf,.[l + hf,(l + hf , /3 )  - hf , /3]  
- hL(1 + hf , /3 )  + hf,}E~. 
Equations (3.1) and (3.4) gives 
Y~.t - Yi .t  = E,[I + h(.f,. + 3f.,. + 3f,. + f,)/8 + h'-(f~ + 3f~ - f~ 
+ f2.,. _ f~ + f~) /8  + h3(f~ + f~ - f~/3 - f~/3)  + h~f~,/24]. 
Suppose that in D 
where 0 < M, ~ Ms and that 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
For i = 0 in particular, we obtain 
Supposing that 
Eqs. (3.9) and(3.11) give 
0 = IE01 ~ 3E/2hM,. 
IE, I ~ 3E/2hM,, (3.11) 
[E,+~[ < E + (3E/2hMI)(I - 2hM,/3) = 3E/2hMt .  (3.12) 
Equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) yield an explicit form for the error, which is 
[E,I <-- 3E/2hM~. (3.13) 
(3.10) 
h < min (M, /M~, M~/3M~_). (3.7) 
Denoting by N~+j the fight-hand side of Eq. (3.5) and using Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), we derive 
the inequality (see Appendix B for the details): 
IN,.,I <--IE, I(I - 2hM,/3). (3.8) 
Keeping in mind that we are working with a different integration procedure, let E be defined 
as in Sec. 2. It follows that the total error Ei+j in Y~+~ is 
le,+,t <- e + Ig,+,l <- e + Ie, l¢' - 2hM,/3). (3.9) 
-M2 < .f, < -M,  (3.6) 
is 
where 
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4. AN ERROR BOUND FOR THE KUTTA-S1MPSON ONE-THIRD FORMULA FOR A 
SYSTEM OF TWO EQUATIONS 
The Kutta-Simpson one-third formula pplied to Eq. (2. !) with truncation error O(h~)15], 
Yi÷l = Y, + h(kt + 2k, + 2k3 + k4) (4.1) 
kj = .fix,, Yi), 
k~ = f(x,  + h i2 ,  Yi + hk~/2), 
k3 = f(x,  + h i2 ,  Yi + hk, /2) ,  
and k4 = f(x,  + h, y~ + hk3). 
Cart[6] has obtained, under certain assumptions bounds for the total error at any step of this 
procedure. Here, we consider a generalization of Eq. (4. i) for the treatment of simultaneous 
equations of the form 
y'(x)  = f (x ,  y,  z), (4.2) 
z'(x)  = g(x, y, z), 
with y(xo) = Yo and z(xo) = z0. For this system of equations, Eq. (4. !) generalizes into [7]: 
y,+~ = y~ + h(k~ + 2k2 + 2k3 + k,3/6, (4.3.1) 
z~.l = z, + h(p~ + 2p2 + 2p3 + p4)/6, (4.3.2) 
where 
k~ = :(x, ,  y,, z~), 
Pl = g(x ,  y~, z~), 
k,. = f(x~ + h/2 ,  
p,_ = g(xi + h/2 ,  
k.~ = f(x, + h/2 ,  
p.~ = g(x, + h/2 ,  
k4 = f (x ,  + 
p., = g(x  i + 
Suppose that yi and z, have been 
E~ and D,, respectively. Denote by Y~+ 
at step i + 1. Let Kj and Pj, j = 1, 
y~ + hkl /2,  z~ + hpl l2) ,  
y~ + hkd2,  z, + hp~12), 
Yi + hk:/2,  zi + hpf l2) ,  
y, + hk: /2,  z~ + hp2/2), 
h, Yi + hk3, zi + hp3), 
h, Yi + hk3, zi + hp3). 
calculated by Eqs. (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) with total errors 
j and Z~÷ I the calculated values of y and z, respectively, 
2, 3, 4, be calculated values of the k~ and pj used in 
obtaining Y~. ~ and Z~. ~. Letting y(x~) and z(x3 be the analytic values at xi, we obtain 
Y,÷l = 3", + E, + h(Kt + 21(,_ + 2K~ + K4)/6, (4.4.1) 
Z, . i  = :, + D, + h(Pi + 2P2 + 2P.~ + P4)/6, (4.4.2) 
where the K, and P/are obtained from obvious modifications of the kj and p/as given above. 
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Letting k, and p~, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, represent exact values of the terms approximated by K, 
and Pj, we utilize the mean value theorem in three variables[8] (see Appendix C): 
- k , ) /21  + f . . [O,  + h(P ,  - p, ) /2 l ,  
- kt)/2] + g:[D, + h(P~ - pt)/2],  
- k,_)/2] + f..[D~ + h(P,.  - p. , ) /2 ] .  
- k2)/2] + f:[D, + h(P3 - p~)/2], 
- ks)] + g:[Di + h(P3 - P.0], 
Kl - kj = f, Ei + f:Di, 
PI - Pt = g,.Ei + g:Di, 
K2 - k2 = f.,.[E, + h(K j  
P: - P2 = gdEi + h(Kj 
Ks - ks = L[E, + h(K,. 
Ps - Ps = g dE, + h(Kz 
P4 - P4 = g,.[E, + h(K~ 
(4.5) 
where each partial derivative is evaluated at its respective mean value point. 
Suppose If(x, y, z) I < Q and Ig(x, y, z)l < Q for (x, y, z) E D. Referring to Fig. 2, let 
0~ = max (lEvi, IDol), and assume that the region shown is contained in D. It is easy to see that 
all points (x, y, z) used at step (i + 1) am in D,  and that the mean value points involved in 
Eq. (4.5) are in D.  
Equations (4.3.1), (4.4.1) and (4.5) yield the result (see Appendix D): 
Yi - Yi+, = E~[I + hffv + 2f>. + 2f,. + f,.)/6 + hZ(f~ + :~ + y~)/6 
+ h3(f~ + f~)/12 + h ' f~/24 + h2(.f..fr + f:g, + f:gr)/6 
+ h'(f~,f,g.~ + f ,g , f :  + Lgzg,. + Lf:g,. + f:gr.f, 
+ f ,g,  gy)/12 + h'(f~grf: + f~g,g:. + f~:g~ + f..g~g, 
(4.6) 
+ f2f,  gy + f,g~f~ 
+ f~)/6 + h2(f~ + 
+ hS(f~fz + f,.f,.g, 
+ fZgy + f, g2)/12 
+ f~f, sz + f,f,g~ 
+ fzg, gvfr)]/24 + D,[h(f: + 2f: + 2f: 
f ,g, + f>.f: + f=g: + f~ + f:g:)/6 
+ f~gy + f.g2 + f~f: + f.,.f:g, 
+ h4(f~f: + Lf:grg: + f~g:g,. 
+ f~g:g~ + f:g3:)]/24. 
2e l  * 2hQ 
.,,°Z, /7_ 
: ; / I 
I i 
I I 
, ' x i . h i2  , y (x  i )  
. "  ' r"-I 7 /  
Xi , Y (X i )  , Z (X I ) )  
z 
(x  i+h ,y (x  i ) ,  z (x  i )) 
, z (x  i ) )  
Fig. 2. A region contained in D that can be used to show that the mean value points are also contained in D. 
The errors in approximating y, and :, are E, and D,. 0, = max (IE, I. IO, I). 
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The result for Z~+ ~ - z,+ ~ follows analogously and the explicit form will not be given. 
If we now assume that the four partial derivatives fy, f . ,  g,., and g.- are bounded in D by 
the number M, i.e. 
ILl, If:l, Ig,.I, Ig=l < M (4.7) 
for (x, y, z) E D, and represent N,+l = Y~+~ - y,+~, Eq. (4.6) yields 
IN,+,I <-- IE,  I(1 + hM + h=M: + 2h3M3/3 + h 'M' /3 )  + Io, l(hM + h=M= 
+ 2h3M3/3 + h4M4/3) (4.8) 
= IE, I + (IE, I + ID,I)(hM + h2e~ + 2h3M' /3  + h'M4:3). 
With e, = max (IE, I, ID, I), i = 0. 1, 2 . . . . .  . .  (4.9) 
Eq. (4.8) becomes 
Ig,+tl < 0~(1 + 2hM + 2h=M 2 + 4h3M3/3 + 2h4M4/3) .  (4.10) 
Because 
e 2~ = 1 + 2hM + 2h2M 2 + 4h3M3/3 + . . . .  
if follows from Eq. (4.10) that 
[Ni+ll <--- 0ie 2~. (4.11) 
Making due allowance to the fact that two equations are being considered, we again define 
a quantity E in a manner analogous to that in Sec. 2. Then the total error E~., ~ in Y;+ ~ is 
IE,.~tl -< 0,.,, -< E + ~,+,l  < E + 0,e 2hu. (4.12) 
When i = 0, 
El(  - j  -> 00 = 0 (4. i3)  
where K = e -'~. Suppose that 
0 i -<E(1  + K + K: + . . . + Ki-J). (4.14) 
Equation (4.12) gives 
0,.~ <-E  + E(1 + K + K'- + . . . + K ' - I )K  = E(I  + K + K 2 + . . . + K~). (4.15) 
Then Eqs. (4.13), (4.14) and (4,15) give 
max (IE, I, IO, I = 0, < E(I  + g + K 2 + . . . + K ' - ' )  
= E(e 2i~ - l ) / (e =~ - 1), (4.16) 
as the desired error bound. 
It is interesting to compare this result, Eq. (4.16), to the total error found at the ith step 
by Carr[6] in the solution of Eq. (4.1) by the Kutta-Simpson one-third formula: 
E, = E(e ibM- l ) / (e hM-  1). (4.17) 
A comparison of Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) suggests the interesting possibility that if n equations 
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were analyzed, an error bound of the form E(e ''~M - l)/(e #~ - l) might be obtained. How- 
ever, this would also imply that the error would grow exponentially with the system size. a 
consequence known to be false. 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Using a simple analysis procedure, error bounds were obtained for three different types of 
Runge-Kutta integration formulas. The results indicate that the total error in small Runge- 
Kutta systems with constant step size can be bounded in a straightforward, yet somewhat tedious 
manner. Therefore, a very useful form of the error at step i is obtained along with sufficient 
conditions under which the calculation is valid. These results along with other which may be 
derived in a similar manner should prove useful in routine applications of Runge-Kutta to many 
practical problems. The bounds derived are excellent for use in one or two equation systems 
in which high-resolution calculations would be wanted and in which the popular variable step 
size feature of Rungc-Kutta would not be an issue. By the same token, it is concluded that the 
procedure probably involves too many complications to be useful in analyzing large systems 
of equations or those in which the step size varies. 
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APPENDIX A 
To show that Eq. (2.11) 
-(I - hM, + h~M]/2 - h'M~/6) < I - h]f, + 3f,14 + h:f~/2 - h'I/:I/6 
is true, we  assume the contrary. Then, 
2 + h:(f~ + M~)/2 < h(M, + If, + 3.f,[/4) + h' ( I f :  I + M~)/6 
< h(M, + M..) + h~(M~ + M; ) /6  
< (M, /M i ) tM,  + M2) + h" fM, /M! ) (M!  + M~)/6 
< (M~/MZ,.) + M, /M;  + h:(M,M~ + M'~)/bM! 
< 2 + h2(M~ + M~)/6M~. 
"~re fo~,  
and 
M~ + Mi  < f~ + M"  < (M',. + M~)/(3Mi) 
M? + M',. < M~M~ + M~ < (M'~ + M',.)/3 
which is a contradiction. Furthermore. 
I - hM, + h-'M!/2 - h~M~/6 < I - lutf, + h(M, /M! )Mi /2  - h~M~/6 
< I - hM, /2 .  
Bounding the errors in three Runge-Kutta type formulations 
APPENDIX  B 
In order to obtain the result of Eq. (3.8). we first note that M,/M: < I and thus hM~ < I. 
N,., = E,[I - hlf, + 3f, + 3f, + f,I/8 + h'-(f~ + 3f~ - f? + f~ - f? 
+ f?) /8 - h' l ft  + f~,[/8 + h'lf? + f',1124 + Mft/241. 
Representing the multiplier of E, in this equation by G, we have 




which is Eq. (3.8). 
3h:M~/4 - tFM~I4 - h.~M~/4 + h~M] l l2  + h'~M~124 
< 3h(M~/3M])M] I4  + h:tMi/3M~)M', . /12 + h~(M~IM~)M~/24 
= hM~(MJM,.) /4 + h2Mi/36 + h"M~/24 
< hM, /4  + 5h(MJM] )MJ72  < 23hMJ72 < hMJ3. 
[G[ < I - 2hM,/3 
IN, . , I  = IE, I IGI "= IE, l(I - 2hM,/3), 
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APPENDIX  C 
Here, we illustrate how Eqs. (4.5) arc obtained. For example. K, - k~ is obtained from 
K, = f(x, + hi2.  y, + E, + hK:/2, x(x, + D, + hp:/2) 
k, = fix, + hi2,  y, + hk:/2, z, + hp:/2). 
By the mean value theorem, 
K~ - k~ = f,[(.v, + E, + hK:/2) - (y, + hk,./2)] 
+ f:[(z, + D, + hp,./2) - (:, + hp.,/2)] 
= f,[E, + h(K,_ - k,)/2] + f : [D, + hiP:  - p.,)/2], 
where f, and f :  are evaluated at ix, + h i2 ,  .~, 7) with ~ between [y, + E, + hK,./2] and [y, + hk;/2];  an analogous 
result holds for .~. The other equations in (4.5) are obtained in a similar manner. 
APPENDIX  D 
Result (4.6) follows from the substitution of K, from Eq. i4.5) into Eq. i4.4.1). This gives 
Y,.~ = y, + E, + h(kl + f ,E ,  + f :D ,  + 2k: 
2f,(E, + (h/2)( f ,E ,  + f :D,) )  
2f:(D, * (h/2)(g,E, + g:D,)) + 2k~ 
2f,(E, + (h/2)( f , (E,  + (h/2)( f ,E ,  + f :D,) )  
f : tD,  + (h/2)(g,E,  + g:D,)))) 
2f:(D, + ih/2)(g,(E,  + (h/2)( f ,E ,  + f:D,)) 
g:iD, + ih/2)(g,E,  + g:D,)))) + k, 
f ,(E, + h(f,(E. + (h/2) ( f ,  iE, + (h/2)( f ,E ,  + f ,D, ) )  
f : (D,  + (h/2 l ig ,  E, + g:D,)))) 
f : iD ,  + ih/2)(g,  iE, + (h l2)( f ,E ,  + f ,D,))  
g:iD, + (h/2) ig,  E, + g:D,))))) 
f : (D, + h(g, tE, * (h/2) iE,  + ih /2 l ( f ,E ,  + f :D,))  
f : (D, -'- (h/2)(g,E, + g:D,)))) 
g:(D, - (h;2)ig,(E. + ih /2) ( f ,E ,  + f :D,))  
g:(D, -,- (h,'2)(g,(E, + g:D,))))))). 
By subtracting Eq. (4.3. I) from this equation, we get Eq. (4.6). 
